
NYC’s Le Beast Concrète represents the combined talents of guitar legend Gary Lucas and multi-
genre Producer David Sisko (“Sisko”).  Together they have created a completely new-sounding body 
of work that mixes Gary’s guitar (both from studio & field recording) and Sisko’s electronics, synthesis 
& beats.  By combining the elements of the past, present and the near future, it can be considered a 
“genre-fluid” mix blues, rock, dance, trap & the avant-garde – like none other before. 
  
“Realize It” is the hard-hitting first single from their full-length album “Gargoyle” (released 
Wed. August 11th, 2021) which features a vocal sample from Lil Woozy auto-tune 
chanting:  “There’s no wrong or right.  And realize it”.  These lyrics are a symbol of our times when we 
are all inundated with morally & ethically ambiguous messages from the Mass Media – admitting this 
reality is the first step towards processing and moving forward – hence “Realize It!”.  The single 
combines Gary’s signature guitar riffs & lines with Sisko’s deep trap 808’s and relentless dance floor 
rhythms – all building to a cacophonous climax.  It is a multi-Spotify-playlist add.  
  
The name “Le Beast Concrète” represents the combination of 3 concepts:  
  • “Musique Concrete”:  The music compositional technique used throughout.  
  • “The Urban Jungle”:  both Gary & Sisko live & work in NYC 
  • “Mythical Beasts”:  throughout history, film & literature that have always inspired them. 
 
 
GARY LUCAS: has been called “One of the 100 Greatest Living Guitarists” by Classic Rock Magazine. 
The New York Times writes:  “Gary Lucas plays guitar like Salvador Dali paints.  
The Grammy-nominated guitarist/songwriter/composer has released over 35 acclaimed albums as a 
leader in multiple genres including jazz, rock, avant-garde, world, classical, folk and electronica and 
played on countless others. He’s performed in 40-plus countries including China, Russia, India. Japan, 
Australia, Mexico, Brazil, Cuba, and all over Eastern and Western Europe. A partial list of artists he’s 
worked and collaborated with includes Jeff Buckley, Captain Beefheart, Future Sound of London, Nona 
Hendryx, Chris Cornell, Patti Smith, Peter Hammill, Lou Reed, John Cale, Los Van Van, and the Plastic 
People of the Universe. Mr. Lucas makes his home in NYC. /  http://www.garylucas.com  
  
  
DAVID SISKO is a New York City based, multi-genre, International Pop Music Producer, Remixer & 
Mixer.  He is one-half of the songwriting/recording artist Disco Pusher.  He has remixed best-selling 
artists, released electronic & experimental records and has co-written & produced numerous songs of 
various musical styles on major, indie & self-released labels.  His original songs, compositions, sound 
design and production / engineering skills have appeared in feature films, documentaries, television 
programs, commercials and video games across the globe.  He holds a Masters of Music Technology 
degree from New York University with a focus on Artificial Intelligence, Voice Recognition & the 
Tonemeister Recording curriculum.  He is the founder and owner of Arena 01 – an independent record 
label in New York City.  Full EPK can be found at:  https://linktr.ee/davidsisko 
 


